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Abstract: 

Emerging smart world most of the people are started using internet for their day today activity. Internet is 

unavoidable very important attribute in everyday life. This period we can define as Era of internet. Most 

of the People are stared using social media for their friends network communication expose their 

thoughts. Nowadays vast numbers of papers has published in social network analysis using various 

technologies. This view we can analysis the importance of social network. Machine learning is trending 

technology to act the computer without any explicitly programmed for particular task. Machine learning 

is used in all major application in medical, data analysis, network, etc.This paper is detailed study of 

social network analysis and machine learning. 
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1. Introduction: 

Era of Internet: - “It can change anything in Human life even it 

can change the human life” this sentence can exactly match for 

the internet. In 1983 ARPANET adopted TCP/IP research 

become network of networks. 1990 Tim Berners-Lee invented 

World Wide Web. Step by step people stared knowing about 

WWW and started using it. After year of 2000 popularly 

internet was used by all kinds of people. Social media playing 

major roll in viral of internet. Social media is roughly defined as 

connecting the people and culture. In 21
st
 century human are 

started using social media like face book, twitter, LinkedIn, 

Instagram,whatsapp etc., fig1 to explore their activities and 

thoughts people register in social media pages. Millions of 

people are accessing these networks for plenty of reason. Even 

though people are accessing without any time delay and traffic 

[1]. Social network data base also huge in size. Each main 

server has 22 TB of log data alone. Maintaining of social 

network database is great challenging task nowadays    

2. Why research in online social network: 

In OSN fig 2plenty of papers published in every year. And more 

number of research are going in social network .usage of social 

network is motivating the scholars to do research in that topic. 

More than that some important reason are impulse to do 

research in OSN, It’s discussed below    

2.1Data availability: Everyday large amount of data is 

generating and it can easy accessible [2] byeveryone to analysis 

this data researcher has to create new computational technique 

and algorithm. It might be large scale application so it consider 

for big data research  

2.2Multiple authorship  

OSN have different authorial source, resource enhance the 

information content and variety of data collection, present in 

various styles [3]. Its mainly natural language 
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2.3Agent interaction  

Every user using some different networks such networks called 

agent. Various agents are communication for message 

transformation [4] 

2.4Temporal dynamics: 

Data are continuously generating a long time, access to analysis 

[5] 

2.5Instantaneity 

Every moment instantly generate and access the social data  

2.6Ubiquity 

Due to rapid usage of smartphones and tablets OSN can easily 

generated and use the social networks data  

    .      

Fig:1 various social networks 

 
Fig2: research in OSN 

 

3. Explored network  

Before OSN analysis very important step choose the network or 

media. For choosing best network we have to consider two 

major character i.e., popularity (no of users) network and easy 

access of data. Nowadays very popular networks facebook, 

twitter, whatsapp;facebook had 2.07 billion monthly active 

users   in 2017. 

 

 
Fig 3: FB user’s history 

Data is extract from facebook is present literature the high 

proportion of protected content. Generally due to users privilege 

settings severely restricted the analysis using this OSN as 

source.pic detail shown how the users rapidly increasing In 

facebook.[6] 

In 2004 fig 3 it was very small in numbers after 2010 its 

increasing very fast manner. This usage leads to motivate 

scholars doing their research in OSN. 

Twitter is also very popular social network used by large 

number of people. Generally in twitter is considered for public 

interface analysis, people directly twit their thoughts and it will 

be very useful for analysis purpose its second biggest social 

media in world.   

4. Computational tools: 

OSN data are easily available for users. This data maintain is 

challenge task in OSN more than that various analysis in OSN 

tough tasking to perform. Various computation tools are 

available to perform analysis, like graph based data base, 

libraries to access online social networks API, graphs drawing 

software and tool for graph manipulation and statistical analysis 

of network .in this paper we are going to discuss about only 

statistical analysis of network.[7] 

In the view of application for academics works, two divisions is 

clearly given (a) graphical user interface commonly used by 

non-programmers (b) program language libraries, that are 

usually more flexible. Few tools are listed Gephi is java based 

OSS (open source software) to draw medium graphs. It use 

diverse algorithm for to draw graph, calculate network metrics, 

diametric, clustering coefficient.  

Likewise Cytoscape also OSS and licence under GNU Lesser 

General public license. Cytoscape also have all features like 

Gephi . 
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Most commonly and feature libraries in second group are 

networkX and igraph .both libraries can able to mange millions 

of edges and nodes. Its might be used advance algorithm for 

networks     

As checking isomorphism’s , searching for connected 

components, cliques, communities, k-core and calculating 

domains, and independent dominating and independent sets and 

minimum spanning tree. 

 

5. Categories of study  

 

Analysis of OSN is categorisation is based research area. This 

paper proposes taxonomy based various research aspects [8]. (a) 

Structural analysis (b) Social data analysis (c) Social interaction 

analysis   

Fig4 detail shown topology of online social network in 

computational perspective. 

 

5.1Structural analysis is initial step of OSN to study about 

functional and structure of social network. Scholars are simply 

known about SN services and why people are crazy about SNA. 

And also how the huge structure is formed proved to worthy 

investigation. SDA second where the scholars stared to use and 

analyse OSN produce. This topic discuss about huge amount of 

rich data produced by OSN to do all kind of application .only 

original data to be consider. Finally social interaction analysis 

is discussed with aspects to individuals using the SNSN. Utilize 

all the rich data provide by OSN, user public relationship user 

contacts this phase we can analyse the user interaction and 

human behaviour. This categories user can discover research 

such as psychology,sociology and biology.[11] 

 

Structure analysis  

Main goal of this structure analysis is study about structure and 

operations in OSN. Nowadays many people are stared research 

towards OSN to understand why people are crazy in social 

networks especially with offline SN. How creating docile 

organization models. 

 

5.1.1Topology characterization: 

This topic detail discussed about how people organize among 

them for multiple purpose. Getting data is very easy in OSN 

comparing then offline SN. All data are stored digitally so easily 

we can retrieve without any one knowledge. Some sample 

networks [9] 

General OSN service-Facebook  

Media sharing services – YouTube, Flicker 

Blogging services – Twitter 

Message exchange services – MSN messenger 

Location-based networks – Foursquare 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4:Categories of study of OSN 

 

What the network structure reveals? 

Very important property reveals in how the OSN is similar 

comparing with previously survived OSN.For example analyse 

sample data of MSN messenger, horvit and leskovec (2008) in 

attributes mean distance among people,  small world property 

identification in network and analysing similarity between user 

interest (language, sex, age, location) based on frequent contact.  

Many networks in one network 

OSN may implant more than one network. Many SNS register 

user relationship, final conclusion in friendship network. 

Anyway from users communications an internal network cans 

form and revealing social connection which is in active mode. 

Based on character of network and interested of network also 

internal network formed  

 

5.1.2 Use and functionality characterization 

SNS researchers wanted to understanding the functionality of 

those services and how their users taking advantages of them. 

Network formation is very necessary part of SN .because 

without user communication in SN seems waste of analysing of 

SN. So formation of friends’ network is major task. Formation 

of new friends and updating activity of friends are important 

task in network topology. 
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User profile SN is classified in to several groups based on 

behaviour, character and attribute. Example prof.Krishnamurthy 

et al. (2008)[10] analyzed  profiles of almost 100,000 Twitter 

users and identified three diff erent classes of users: 

broadcasters, with much more followers than followers (e.g.: 

celebrities); acquaintances, with reciprocity in their 

relationships (e.g.: casual users); miscreants, that follow a much 

larger number of users than they are followed (e.g.: spammers 

or stalkers).Conversationvery important advantage of OSN is 

user can maintain their activity and conversation with their 

contacts. This will be very useful for analysis for historical data. 

Some basic mathematical models are used for analysis this 

conversation .Network deterioration is kind of unfriend or 

unfollow behaviour which is used in Facebook like application 

.if user don’t want a particular user they can unfriend and block 

users. Researchers want to know the reason for unfriend or 

unfollow. This type of data can available in OSN. 

 

5.1.3Anomaly and fraud detection 

However there is number of fake users are increasing in rapid 

manner like number of real users. There is lot of problem will 

occur because of this people .while using OSN we can find 

some unsecure activities [12]. There is the way of spreading the 

untrusted information to all users is fake users, many problems 

are found because of fake people in different network. 

Researchers found many individual solutions for all the 

networks and trying to avoid this kind of anomaly activity. Jiang 

et al. (2015) summarised many of techniques and proposed 

general axioms and metrics to quantify suspicious behaviour in 

OSNs, presenting a new algorithm using these principles which 

showed improved performance. Spamming behaviour is another 

kind of behaviour to send unwanted data to user account to 

confuse the users. Using machine learning technique Benevento 

and Magno (2010) identify unwanted messages in twitter 

account and removing with the users permission.  

 

5.1.4 Representation models: 

Describe a model structure for successful, event, 

transformations. Every model has created with what are the 

problems they faced and identified.When studying the structure 

of image sharing OSNs (Flicker and Yahoo!36042), Kumar et 

al. (2010b) found patterns in the network representing different 

regions: singletons (users without connections), isolated 

communities (generally around a popular user) and a giant 

component (users connected to many users). Finally, easy 

generative model was proposed, which can reproduce the 

network evolution and reform the patterns observed 

empirically.[14] 

 

5.2 Social data analysis 

Data which is used by OSN user. The information created in 

interpersonal organizations are rich, various and plenteous, 

which makes them an important hotspot for Data science. 

Machine learning and natural language processing is used to 

analysis SND. 

5.2.1Sentiment analysisThe literary data created ordinary in 

SNSs, similar to Twitter, is a colossal corpora (Pak and 

Paroubek, 2010), in which natural language processing 

techniques, for example, sentiment analysis,, can be utilized. 

Connected to OSNs, sentiment analysis can possibly depict how 

feelings spread among populaces and their eff ects. Many 

applications are used in sentimental analysis for example For 

instance, Jansen et al. (2009) and Ghiassi et al. (2013) dissected 

how OSN clients express suppositions towards diff erent brands, 

getting a measure of endorsement or dissatisfaction. With the 

expanding influence of SNSs, this sort of work can be 

significant for organizations to comprehend and manage client 

requests.  

 

5.2.2Prediction: 

A legitimate inquiry to address when managing OSNs is the 

means by which agent are the flow display in the virtual 

condition in connection to the non-virtual world. Assuming that 

what occurs inside SNSs can give data about other outside 

occasions, analysts have been attempting to assemble indicators 

in numerous fields.[13] 

Elections: predict the outcome of elections from OSNs 

manifestations (Tumasjan et al., 2010);  

Box-office revenue: forecast the popularity (and revenue) of a 

blockbuster before or just after it comes out (Asur and 

Huberman, 2010);  

 Book sales prediction (Gruhl et al., 2005);  

 Disease spread (Culotta, 2010b; Lampos and Cristianini, 2012);  

Stock market prediction from sentiment analysis (Bollen et al., 

2011b). 

 

5.2.3 Trending topics detection 

One of the main important tasks in SNA is finding the trending 

topic. Which means most discussed and used topic have to find 

out using some advance algorithm. And few technique are 

discussed (a) Message analysis –focusing on the message 

content. Based on frequency can easily able to find maximum 

number of occurrence. its possible to calculate based on long 

and short time period of message occurring[15] . (b) Network 

analysis – the message transition to a network approach .for 

network analysis in terms of authority of users also observing 

network analysis this way we can find related topic of trending 

topic. Takahashi used all network information to probabilistic 

model of information.(c) tracking memes evaluation finding 

trending topic not only based on main topics , also can analysis 

sub topic or derivatives and observing spreading tending news 

among OSN. 
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5.2.4Location and real events detection    

In several cases of OSN are discussed based on real time data 

like public, political, daily life events. And also really want to 

know where the content posted and physically present during 

that event. This data are more valuable for analysis. Location is 

nothing but geographical location information. User location 

based Social network analysis it ultimate it will give exact result 

and predict result .human mobility and urban spatial and 

applications are very essential in location detection. Detecting 

real events /using real event information    distinguished 

between data which is collected in real event and fake data is 

challenging task. Backer distinguish real event from others by 

clustering message based on same topic and cluster based on its 

characters. After that location based predict those event and 

respective information’s. After analysis of real event collect that 

data related to that event on particular topic. This data and 

analysis is more accrue then others. 

 

5.3 Social interaction analysis  

Complex Human behaviour is studied through various stages.  

The team of computer scientist are jointly discussed and 

developed various method of analysis namely computational 

social science. But still some questions are not answerable like 

the behavior observed in an OSN can be extrapolated to its 

user’s offline lives and whether OSN users are representative 

enough for drawing conclusions, from their behavior, for whole 

societies (Boyd, 2010). Even so, there is a plenty of phenomena 

that take place on OSNs that are worth to be studied, as we will 

outline in this section [16]. 

 

5.3.1 Cascading 

Information cascading is most studied behaviour phenomenon 

inOSN. Based on behaviour and we can categorize in to 

multiple group.nwe users can utilize this option for their wish. 

This process will be continuing like chain reaction for 

information diffusion in social network. Like facebook, google+ 

Properties observed: 

Based on user interaction frequency occurring it will be 

observed. Finding information origin was important task 

because mostly social network third party information only 

sharing among SN. So finding the origin in SN is very 

important task. Cascades from historical events various   

political movements and protest or special attention events like 

various important events and happens in SNS .it will help for 

prediction cascades. 

 

5.3.1 (a)Cascades predicting : 

Predicting how users /networks have performed of each 

network. We have to consider feature selection .message feature 

,user feature ,network feature ,temporal feature  based have to 

extract their features .we can exactly predicts what we need 

based on above predictions. Kupavskii (2012) worked for 

predicting no of message, categories of cascading and 

popularity of new topic and forecast the rate of users actively 

participants. 

5.3.1(b)Rumours diffusion : 

Data receive from multiple sources sometimes data may be real 

and sometimes data may be rumours. For analysis purpose need 

to consider only real data. Some characters are considering for 

finding rumours data. Characterizing rumours mapping rumours 

with social network data showing that rumour cascades tend to 

be more popular than generally expected and discussing users’ 

reactions after acknowledging the falsehood of previously 

posted messages, detecting rumours after categorization of 

rumour detect and find rumour from real information spreading, 

rumour containment is final part of diffusion. 

 

5.3.1(c) Information diffusion models: 

 Creating information is easy task but diffusion of information is 

quite difficult. Subject of information should be more attractive 

then only it will spread by common public .some models make 

it easy a) threshold models and (b) epidemic and rumour models 

are decision of user based on behaviour and neighbours already 

adopted. Based on threshold active is superior then neighbour. 

Model enhancement: 

A few upgrades can be proposed to turn the models more 

practical to the OSN setting. This is the situation of Weng et al. 

(2012) and Gon¸calves et al. (2011), which considered 

confinements on the measure of data every client can access and 

process. This can replicate the way that a large number of the 

data dispersion on OSNs essentially lose quality also, vanish, in 

any case the substance. 

 

Inferred paths of propagation 

Another zone of intrigue is to figure out which are the ways 

went by messages subject to dissemination. Gomez-Rodriguez 

et al. (2012) could construe the request in which clients were 

"contaminated" by a substance, by watching the last tainted 

system. By breaking down the timestamps when organize hubs 

shared a substance, they computed the in all probability 

structure that associates the hubs. The calculation is connected 

to a substantial database of web journals' disseminations, 

accomplishing astounding outcomes. 

 

5.3.2. Influence 

Another impact factor in information diffusion is based on 

capability of influence. We can able to locating influence user 

based on i) number of connection 2) number of mention 3) 

number of message reshare by users. A discussion of the most 

appropriate ways to measure influence is done, revealing that 

simple metrics like number of connections can be misleading to 

represent the future influence of a user. Influence effects 

Analysts have additionally been keen on assessing the impacts 

of social impact. Bakshy et al. (2009), by looking at the 

appropriation rate of client to-client content move in Second 
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Life55 among companions and outsiders, demonstrated that 

substance sharing among known clients for the most part 

happens sooner than among outsiders, in spite of the fact that 

exchanges with outsiders can impact  what's more, contact a 

more extensive group of onlookers. 

 

5.3.3Network’s influence on behavior: 

Despite the fact that individual clients have self-governance, it 

cannot be denied that social associations have influence on the 

development and advancement of their practices and 

suppositions. The OSN examination empowers the exact 

perception of the results of social associations on singular 

conduct, and the advancement of new models and speculations 

fit for clarifying those speculative affiliations. 

Homophily Relationship with topology and OSN noticed often 

finding and in most cause  

Divergence of opinions in networks By looking at the data 

diffusion progression on OSN, Romero et al. (2011a) 

considered  how clients would not instantly receive a 

supposition or conduct, (for example, another political position) 

from the rest contact with the thought, gave by few starting 

clients. Notwithstanding, if the client is persistently presented to 

such substance, with numerous clients fortifying it, the shot of 

selection increments. This outcome is approved on Twitter, 

where the creators inspected how hash tags are di utilized and 

the definitive part of various exposures.  

 

5.3.4Self-organization 

Crisis events Leysa Palen, Kate Starbird and partners (Vieweg 

et al., 2010; Starbird et al., 2010;Starbird and Palen, 2010, 2011, 

2012) made a profound research on how OSNs can help 

overseeing data amid emergency occasions, for example, 

famous uprisings, political dissents, characteristic calamities 

and compassionate guide missions. The scientists identified that, 

among thousands of messages and distributions amid an 

emergency, there is the rise of components ready to bargain 

efficiently with this over-burden of data. A portion of the 

watched elements incorporate the capacity of substance choice, 

pertinence identification and attribution of parts to specific 

clients.Social curetting another self-arranging capacity of OSNs 

is content curetting, which is the capacity of on the whole 

choosing and interring content significant to clients. This 

procedure can happen both unexpectedly in customary SNSs 

and in committed administrations like Pinterest57 or Tumbler 

58, where clients can cooperatively manufacture accumulations 

of assorted subjects, choosing content from the Internet. 

 

6. Conclusion 

In this work we discussed various comprehensive analysis of 

research publication of OSN from computer perspective. 

Various topic of inquiry are distinguished and taxonomy 

proposed to organize them. For every zone, we denied the 

extent of the works incorporated into it, the absolute most 

illustrative works, featuring the revelations, talks and difficulties 

of each field. As found in the past areas, computational research 

in OSN investigation is wide and different, empowering the use 

of systems from numerous ends like diagram hypothesis, 

complex systems, dynamic frameworks, computational 

recreation, machine learning, characteristic dialect handling, 

information mining, spatio-fleeting demonstrating, among 

others.   
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